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published a story today that is among the most concise, predictive, and chilling profiles yet of the new breed of
far-right militants who have been flocking to far-right social media and now are readying to act on their daily
nightmares. Videos of these new “alt-right” activists frequently feature YouTube-like qualities, such as fast-

cutting, intentionally staged chaos, and a surreal, cartoon-style aesthetic. Their rhetoric, when it comes out at all,
is often dense with poorly translated Russian memes and appropriated language; even more disturbing is the

positioning of this unbridled online army as poised to form a cyber-brigade to revolt against the authorities. The
Times article, by David Masciotra, Nick Bilton, and Steven Russolillo, paints an oft-times chilling picture of the
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movement, its online ecosystem, and the long-term goals of the young men and women fueling it. The outbreak of
online political violence appears to be driven by a blend of racially fueled grievance, a romantic longing for the
counter-culture of the 1960s, and a desire to resist de-platforming by social media platforms that appear to be
attempting to clean up the web by punishing mainstream conservatives and the far right. In August, a masked
gunman who identified himself as a sovereign citizen opened fire on a group of counterprotesters at a white

nationalist rally in Charlottesville, Va. The event was loosely organized by groups such as Identity Evropa, which
openly proclaims its ideology as white nationalism. The gunman, James A. Fields Jr., was charged with second-

degree murder and other counts; he has pleaded not guilty. This violent scenario represented the mainstream
right’s first real foray into online political violence in decades. The next day, however, Twitter deleted a group of

trolls that had been attacking users who opposed Mr. Trump and his supporters, saying it had violated its own
policies. The article describes how the “alt-right” approached social media in a freewheeling online marketplace.

A new generation of trolls, political propagandists and online provocateurs began taking advantage of the
platform’s affordances, such as mixing spam links and “likes” with vitriolic images and reposting videos. They

exploited memes and ironically took their own anti-Semitic imagery that played 3ef4e8ef8d
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